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Back To School! 
By Muhammad Abdullah 

Going back to school is rewarding because there’s nothing in this 
world like the power of knowledge. I also believe in that saying, 
because I’ve graduated High School even after suffering from 
epileptic seizures from the age of 5 years old until my preteen 
years. I managed to overcome my illness with treatment and 
medications that I took for over 11 years, and most importantly 

because my mother never gave up 
no matter how hard it got for her to 
help me recover. Now that I’m 
basically almost fully recovered, I 
plan to go to SAIT or Bow Valley 
College in the next year or two for 
some upgrading courses before I 
take college courses. When I was 5 
years old, the doctors thought that 
the biggest obstacle in my life 
would be epilepsy. 

Now for exciting part: my younger 
brother Khalil will be attending 
Mount Royal University in 

September. He will take medical science courses. I hope the best 
for my younger brother to do well in life.  

Now more about myself: currently I’m suffering from ADHD, Autism, and Intellectual Learning 
Disorder. Despite everything that I’m facing, I’ve always learned from a young age not to give 
up.  

I’m proud of myself for giving my best at everything I do. I always put my heart and soul into it.  
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Frank’s Blog  
frank.kelton@potentialplace.org 
 
Many people affected by severe and persistent mental illness often express 
interest in employment but in some cases, do not have the educational 
qualifications to pursue meaningful and worthwhile employment that contributes 
to a sense of self-worth and builds self-esteem. Some have lost educational 
opportunities during their formative years, opportunities that are vital to their 
success in acquiring work that is beyond entry-level.  
 
The Clubhouse International Education standard ensures that Clubhouses offer 
members effective opportunities to complete their educational goals: 

The Clubhouse assists members to reach their vocational and educational goals by helping them take 
advantage of educational opportunities in the community. When the Clubhouse also provides an in-
house education program, it significantly utilizes the teaching and tutoring skills of members. 
http://clubhouse-intl.org/resources/quality-standards/ 

Clubhouse International generally and Potential Place Clubhouse specifically, recognize that education 
and employment are inseparable components along the career continuum.  Potential Place helps 
members develop the skills needed to realize educational goals through in-house peer tutoring in a 
variety of academic subjects, mentoring and administrative guidance through the educational process is 
also offered.  
 
In addition, Potential Place provides an education grant to members to provide financial support for 
members who endeavor to partake in post-secondary education programs. Members may apply for 
funding up to the maximum eligible amount calendar year. 
 
Grants will be offered in the form of a 3 TIERED SYSTEM: 
 

1. Special Interest Course 
i. Maximum Amount: $500.00 per calendar year  

 
2. Vocational/ Trades Program 

i. Maximum Amount: $750.00 per calendar year 
 

3. University – Degree Program (3 - 4 Years) 
i. Maximum Amount: $1 000.00 per calendar year 

 
Members who want to benefit from the above program must indicate which funding tier they are applying 
for and must also provide documentation as per the funding application guidelines to support their 
application.   
 
The only eligibility criterion, is that Members who have been active in Clubhouse during the 6 months prior 
to applying for funding are eligible. “Active” is defined as participating in clubhouse programming (work-
ordered day) at least once per month for six consecutive months. Members must be receiving income 
support from AISH or Alberta Works, or CPP disability income to qualify for funding. 
 
Education is important and can be pursued at any age! We are grateful to our funders who support our 
Education program at Potential Place. 
 

mailto:frank.kelton@potentialplace.org
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Visit from the Minister! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

We were very happy to receive a visit last month from Jason Luan, the new associate minister of 
Mental Health & Addictions!  

Minister Luan was elected as Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA) for Calgary-Foothills on 
April 16th, 2019. He previously served as an MLA for Calgary-Hawkwood (2012-2015). Graduating 
from the University of Calgary with a Masters of Social Work in 1990, he has dedicated his career 
to public service, promoting healthy families, strong communities and economic prosperity. 
Jason Luan was appointed as the Associate Minister for Mental Health and Addictions on April 30, 
2019.  

Clubhouse looks forward to working with Minister Luan in the future! 
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Upcoming Clubhouse Events 
September is finally here, and with it comes many exciting 
clubhouse events and social recreation opportunites! On Friday, 
September 13, 2019, Potential Place is partnering with the CMHA 
Recovery College to host the annual Recovery Craft Fair. The 
craft fair will be held at CMHA Calgary’s Welcome Centre and 
Recovery College at #105, 1040 7 Ave. SW. At this event, 
members will be selling their fantastic homemade goods 
including paintings, jewelry, dream catchers, and other assorted 
goods! Come support your colleagues at the Calgary mental 
health community by attending this free event. If you have any 
questions about the Craft Fair, please see Cal for further details. 

 

On Friday, September 27, the 
members and staff will be loading 
up on a bus and heading to Banff for the annual day-trip! Every 
year the Banff trip is regarded as a favorite event for the members 
of the Clubhouse, and this year will be no different. The bus is 
scheduled to head for Banff at 9:00 AM, so please try to arrive to 
the clubhouse on time if you would like to attend. Once in Banff, 
there are many different activities to partake in, including hiking, 
shopping, horseback riding, and much much more! Come escape 
the city and experience the fresh mountain air with your 
colleagues and friends. This event will cost $20 (or $17 without a 
pre-made lunch) and sign up sheets are located at the reception 
desk. Be sure to sign up quickly, as van seats are limited.  

 

Keep your eyes on the sign up 
sheets for the many exciting 

Social Recreation events we have planned for September. So far, 
the social recreation events planned include a trip to the 
Bowden Sunflower Maze, an outing to the Saskatoon Farm, a trip 
to Nanton, and a walk to Chinatown for some authentic bubble 
tea. No matter what your interests are, September is sure to 
have a social recreation event for you!  See the social recreation 
calendar near the back of this month’s calendar for further detail 
on all of our exciting events. Sign up sheets for each event will 
be posted at reception desk. 
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The Neighbourhood Birds 
Becky Weisgerber 

On a late Thursday afternoon, as my friend was 
driving me home, I spotted a pigeon sized bird on 
the roof of an SUV. Something looked different 
here – how often does one see a bird sitting on 
top of a vehicle? We drove past the SUV and I had 
my friend stop and back up to take a closer look. 
She slowly backed up and I could see clearly that 
it was a bird of prey – of some sort. It was eating 
some prey that it had caught – a field mouse 
possibly. Though I wasn’t sure what kind because 
I have not seen this kind of a bird before. 

A few days later, my partner and I arrived back from our Saturdays in Wakaw. I stepped out of the 
truck and there was a ruckus in the sky. A bunch of birds chasing each other and a larger one in 
the centre. I took note of its call and went and did a Google search. At first I thought it was a 
Kestrel but the call didn’t match. The results showed that the bird is a Merlin. 

Merlin (Falco Columbarius) is a part of the Falcon family. The female is larger than the male. They 
are very fast birds in the sky and get around quickly.....as I have observed with the birds at my 
place. Falcons are one of the fastest animals on the planet from what I’ve found online. 

Sunday night, I heard the birds close to my place and decided to go on a bird hunt to see where 
they are and to get a few photos of them. Although that night the skies were icky and not the 
greatest for photography. I managed to locate a pair on my tree in the backyard. They sat there 
for a while. Not really afraid of humans around. I was able to get a lawn chair down to watch 
them. 

The next day, it was a sunny morning and the birds were out on the tree. I was able to capture 
some great shots and some close ups. A few videos as well. I got a prey shot video as both had 
caught some lunch. They sure get noisy during meal time, but I guess it means that they are 
happy little birds. 

The birds seem to be visiting for the summer and have found a place on the tree in the backyard. 
I enjoy my nature time with them while they watch the world go by. Oh such very beautiful birds 
to see. They're kind of like my pets that come and go when they want and I’m able to enjoy them 
when they are around..... 

This leaves me feeling very conflicted as I have a bird feeder and would feed the smaller birds 
and right now it doesn’t feel right to put any feed out with the Merlin around.  
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TE’s Corner  –  BD&P 
Andrew Lowry 

Our Clubhouse colleagues who publish the monthly Challenger booklet 
have asked me to write about my experience at the newest Transitional 
Employment (TE) position placed through Potential Place Society (PPS). It's 
as a Scanning Clerk, Document Management department at Burnet, 
Duckworth & Palmer LLC law firm (BD&P). The TE position was made 
possible in part through the initiative of two members of the PPS Board of 
Directors, Mr. Andrew Sunter and Ms. Kylan Kidd, who are both lawyers with 
BD&P. Please join me in thanking them for helping create this fantastic TE 
position. 

Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer’s history as a law firm stretches back over a century, from small 
town Alberta to their presence in Calgary today as one of the largest leading law firms in Western 
Canada. BD&P provides its clients with innovative and leading edge comprehensive legal 
services across a wide variety of practice areas including aviation, competition, intellectual 
property and technology, international commercial arbitration, banking, litigation, commercial 
real estate, commercial transactions, energy, securities and tax. The firm’s business is local, 
regional, national and international - yet their location is singular, Calgary. BD&P's offices are 
located in the magnificent Eighth Avenue Place office towers and 
shops complex.  

Beyond being a highly respected and admired law firm, BD&P is 
also a motivated and involved member of the Calgary community. 
BD&P supports many worthy causes, including the RESOLVE 
campaign to end homelessness in the city, and it's highly 
successful annual Put the Boots to Hunger campaign, which has 
since its inception in 2008 raised $4,500,000 towards assisting the 
Calgary Food Bank.   

The Potential Place TE position at BD&P which I am grateful to temporarily occupy is Scanning 
Clerk, Document Management dept. I work with a small group of folks who perform various 
documentation-related duties. The job entails preparing closed legal files for scanning (ie. 
removing all staples, identifying which pages are single sided and which are double sided, etc.), 
then going through an 11 step systems process whereby the paper files are scanned and 
exported to a Virtual Data Management System in Adobe PDF format. Doing this will eventually 

lead to no further need of storing physical files 
off-site for the mandated 12 years, resulting in 
considerable costs savings for the firm.  

The desk where I do most of my work is at the 
north-west corner of the east tower on the 19th 
floor. The view of downtown Calgary is 
beautiful.  
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The culture of BD&P aligns perfectly with the "welcome to all" 
spirit of Potential Place. On my first day the HR people presented 
me with a gift bag full of nifty little gizmos, and then the 
department went to Oriental Phoenix restaurant for a long lunch, 
just to welcome me to the team. I took the opportunity to 
educate one and all about PPS and the great works we do at 
Clubhouse. The lawyers and support staff at BD&P are all friendly and super supportive people. 
In short, this TE position is a gem. 

Cheers to Potential Place Society Clubhouse, and Burnet, Duckworth and Palmer LLC!  

 
My Back-To-School Experience 

By Bart Collie 

Since February 13 2019 I have embarked on an 8 week memoir-writing course at 
Alexandra Writers Society. Each and every class 
was a good time of learning. I managed to write a 
book in that 8 week time-frame. I then was able 
thanks to Potential Place staff and students for 
the actual writing and self-publishing the book. It 
is called “Progress Not Perfection: Memoir of a 
Freelance Writer”. It has a wedding suit photo of me after my brother’s wedding. 12 
chapters and a life story. Since then, I have attended 2 more courses at the 
Alexandra Writers Society, the same school I went to before my first book was 
published.  I was then at the Foothills Hospital in Unit 21 for 3 weeks and wrote 
another book. It is 8 chapters and is called “Short Stories of a Freelance Writer”. 
Now that more people are going back to school to further their education, I am too! 
Mount Royal University here I come! I already have my student I.D. number. This 
will allow me to finish off my children books - 10 of them. School is for learning 
from the teacher. But in writing, teachers can learn 
too. For those going back to school, I’m giving you 
a big high five! 

 

 

 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjq6sjC24_kAhWaFjQIHQrVBqAQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.alexandrawriters.org/&psig=AOvVaw13acqG7xWBf3m8O-gqfCes&ust=1566330901154871
https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwij8pfl24_kAhWGHzQIHVvbAwAQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.theatrealberta.com/2013/04/17/news-theatre-programs-suspended-at-mount-royal-university/&psig=AOvVaw2-T6_X_nacYCgUIVrkCHa4&ust=1566330987995793
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Goodbye Potential Place, Hello School 
By Erin H. 

September is finally here and with it, comes the end of my summer student 
position at Potential Place. I am so grateful for the friendships that I have made with 
all of my colleagues, and I feel very fortunate to have learned about mental illness 
from people who have actually lived and experienced it. Although I am sad to be 
leaving, I am also looking forward to returning to the University of Alberta to finish 
up my Master’s degree in Occupational Therapy. 

When I was a child, the end of August always had an ominous feel. I remember 
feeling excited about returning to school and seeing my friends, but I also 

remember the nerves and anxiety I felt in my stomach as I 
contemplated all of the hard work that was in store. Summer 

was always such a relaxed, blissful time, so it was easy for me 
to dread the beginning of the school year, especially since I 
held myself to impossibly high academic standards. Now that I 
am an adult learner however, I would say that my mentality 

about returning to school has changed. I still approach the 
upcoming school year with an excitement to see my friends, but I 

no longer have anxiety or nerves about the course work. Rather, I look forward to 
what I will learn and how I will grow my skills and abilities as a future OT.  

As an adult learner, I feel privileged to be going to school and learning about topics 
that I am passionate about. I love Occupational Therapy, and I am excited at the 
prospect of becoming a full-blown therapist in just 14 short months! That said, the 
decision to pursue further education is not always easy. Going back to school can 
be expensive, stressful, and emotionally draining. Though it is rewarding to learn, it 
can also be incredibly frustrating to spend the majority of your days reading, 
studying and writing papers. Student life is not ideal, especially for adults with bills 
to pay and obligations to meet. However, I truly believe that if you are studying 
something you care about, it will all ultimately be worth it. Education has afforded 
me the opportunity to choose the path that I want to take in life, and chase my 
career dreams. I feel blessed to be able to go back to school, and I am approaching 
this new school year with an optimistic attitude and a dedication to learn as much 
as I can.  
 
Thank you to all of my Potential Place colleagues for an incredible summer. I will 
miss you all terribly, but I look forward to what the future has in store. If you ever 
see me walking around Calgary, don’t be afraid to say hello!  
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Unit Updates 
TE Updates: 

We are glad to let you know that Jessica 
Wilson has been selected for TE placement 
at Staples Chinook for six months. Start date 
will be confirmed in the next few weeks.  

Congratulations to Jessica! 

 

Great News! We have obtained another TE 
with Boston Pizza, location 700, 8338 – 18th Street 
SE.  Enitan and Allison will be attending a meeting 
on September 3rd.  Watch out for the signup sheet 
and start date. 

 

 

Housing Update: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Housing Building #1 
has just received a 
beautiful new coat 

of paint, and is 
looking much 

refreshed! 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjcwcb6qKvkAhWCGTQIHVYeCCIQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/staples-canada-and-fedex-team-up-to-offer-fedex-services-at-all-staples-locations-across-canada-841583675.html&psig=AOvVaw3cVI7Il2jX6qbP1NGTodD0&ust=1567279413535980
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Café Update: 

Since Tuesday, August 27, our kitchen is finally been up and running at 
the new Clubhouse! It has been a long, difficult 9 weeks without the 
kitchen, but we are grateful to have it back. Hooray for no more take-
out food!  

Now that the kitchen is fully-functional, we can begin to make the 
delicious and nutritious meals like we did in the old clubhouse. We can 
also offer half-sized portions again, for those colleagues who are 
interested. Because the kitchen will be back in to its former level of 
busyness, we would ask all colleagues who used to work in the kitchen 
or bistro to come back in and lend-a-hand. Come assist us in making 
and baking delicious, home-made food again! 
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Creative Corner 
Buddies for the Good: A speech by Bart Collie 

Keep it very simple, I just passed you by. Time on your hands, I need to understand. 
Take a hold of the time, giving in to the plan, buddy on no one frown. For the good 
of it, we relate the call in life, to help and survive. When you shout on the mountain 

top by yourself who will hear you? God does, and he remains the same.  

Why did our paths collide? Love each other deep down inside. Buddies for the 
good, means to rid yourself of the loneliness and be part of the family of God, our 

shepherds the fold. As it stands the goodness we gather will make us Holy Straight 
ahead my friend. 
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Recipe of the Month 
Picked by Michael Rice 

Baked French Fries Recipe 

This recipe is a healthier alternative to the classic deep-fried french fries. These fries taste great 
dipped in your favorite condiments, including ketchup, aoli, or gravy. 

Ingredients: 

 cooking spray 

 6 Yukon Gold potatoes, cut into thick fries 

 1 tablespoon white sugar 

 1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 

 1 teaspoon garlic powder, or more to taste 

 1 teaspoon salt, or more to taste 

 1 teaspoon ground black pepper, or more to taste 

Directions: 

 Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Line a baking sheet with aluminum foil; spray with cooking 
spray. 

 Place sliced potatoes in a colander; sprinkle sugar uver potatoes. 20 to 30 minutes Drain 
liquid and dry potatoes well. 

 Mix potato slices, olive oil, garlic powder, salt, and black pepper in a resealable bag until 
evenly coated. Spread coated potato slices in a single layer, leaving space around each 
potato, on the prepared baking sheet. 

 Bake in the preheated oven for 20 minutes; flip fries and continue baking until crisp and 
browned. About 20 more minutes 

 Enjoy! 
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Film Reviews 
Reviews by Ronald Rockey 

Barakah Meets Barakah 

Barakah meets Barakah is a film directed and written by 
Mahmoud Sabbagh. It is a love story that is set in Jeddah 
Saudi Arabia. It was selected as an entry to the Best 
Foreign Language Film at the Academy Awards. It is the 
first Saudi film to be available on the streaming service 
Netflix.  The main characters are two people, a woman and 
a man who attempt to have a romance. The intrigue comes 
when it is shown that the woman is from a wealthy upper-
class family and the man from a lower-class family. The 
young man is named Barakah who issues tickets as a job.  

The gender relations in most Arabic countries are 
somewhat complicated at the best at times and 
unfortunately tremendously frustrating at the worst. Bibi is 
a social media guru that is really apt at networking and 
being a bit of a social butterfly. The two are standoffish to 
each other at first and are at a loss at how to relate to each 
other because of the social anxiety they feel towards each 
other and the almost all-encompassing social protocol of humility and devotion to a perfect 
notion of love. They struggle to find a place to meet. So they decide on a donair shop in a poorer 
area of town. They are surprised at the comfort that they feel towards each other in this quaint 
establishment. It has none of the pressure of the upper class areas, but unfortunately they are 
caught and their date is cut short. This film uses humour in a positive way to try and deal with a 
delicate, difficult topic in a culture that is both mystifying and beyond understanding even for 
some of the most brilliant minds of the West.  By portraying a woman that is attempting to break 
barriers and defy social norms, it gives a ray of hope to the many women in Arabic countries who 
are stiflingly oppressed by men who are both obsessed with control and deluded with a kind of 
masculinity that conflicts with the Western paradigm of equality and freedom. It ought to be 
mentioned though that gender parity is still something that the West struggles with too. This kind 
of creative output from a repressive culture ought to be encouraged and debated.  

At the same time one can’t help but wonder the reasoning for the strict code of ethics in the first 
place. Wisdom from traditions the world over all point in the same direction to a love that is 
perfect. Something that is divine and without doubt. There is an attempt to reconnect with an 
earlier time by a character in the film, and better understand the role gender identity played from 
an earlier time. To me the biggest factor in Islam is a notion called Mercy (Rashim); it is this idea of 
selflessness and surrender to a greater power. One fascinating statistic is that Saudi Arabia has 
the lowest suicide rate in the world (Arab News, 2016). Major players in Saudi society like Aramco 
and Al-Jazeera play a role in the culture’s fabric. They yield tremendous influence on the way the 
centre of the Arab world is shaped.  The Saudi royalty wields a kind of an absolute power that is 
both problematic and enigmatic. It is the only absolute monarchy in the world. Ironically Saudi 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwico6idl4PkAhWDNX0KHZpFAPsQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.trigon-film.org/en/shop/Posters_One_Sheet/Barakah_Meets_Barakah&psig=AOvVaw3__e5jAL3Z7cUwIQvnjoJv&ust=1565900256626282
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Arabia and many Arab countries face some of the same social problems as the West, and there is 
plenty of room for collaboration and mutual understanding.  It is mysterious to ponder the way 
Arab society is structured, the social hierarchy in relation to practicing Muslims seems to be a bit 
of a conundrum because it often yields extremist males that seem disillusioned and focused only 
on causing trouble. This kind of severe skepticism of the established order is vehemently 
opposed by the Western Democratic Society because it seems to vilify all the progress that has 
been made over the last several hundreds of years particularly in the pursuit of knowledge and 
the fair and equitable market distribution of wealth. Something that the brightest minds in history 
have deduced as a method to social order that yields the best results for everyone.  

All that said, there seems to be an impetus of Muslim culture to integrate the collective, profound 
appreciation of beauty and bring about a collective belonging that is able to uphold a high 
standard of conduct to each other. One custom I find compelling is good foot hygiene and also 
sharing of meals in public spaces. I think the vilification of Islam is something that is a 
misconception, partly due to the fact there is a kind of religious experience people have when 
they meet a practicing Muslim and it is something they are not conditioned to understand, 
especially so when one has not travelled much or studied about foreign cultures. 

 

 

Wreck it Ralph 1 & 2  

These 2 films are about a video game character who lives in an arcade. Ralph is a lovable albeit 
clumsy and aloof character. The film was directed by Rich Moore. Ralph wants to shake the 
badguy image he has as a villain and become a hero. It grossed $471 million worldwide with a 
budget of $165 million.  The game features a foray into a variety of video game settings where 
Ralph must help Vanellope win a gokart 
race. The sequel is equally interesting, 
where the steering wheel breaks off a 
game and Ralph and Vanellope must go on 
the internet to purchase a replacement 
from Ebay.  There are a number of cameos 
from various video games and references. 
Paperboy for example. I recommend these 
two films.  
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Kananaskis Camping Trip 
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Potential Place Annual BBQ 
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Social Recreation in August 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Trip to 
Drumheller 

YAOP: Bubble Tea 
@ The Alley 
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Mackay’s Ice 
Cream in 
Cochrane 

YAOP Night at 
Una Pizza 
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September Meetings 
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Social Recreation Calendar 
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Please Donate to Potential Place 

 

Charitable # 895282358RR0001 

Your Donation Will Support 
 

 
 
Non-Restricted Funds – Can be applied to any one of our current programs  
 
Program Supports – Community Connection – Café/Bistro - Marketing 
 
Continuing Education Supports 
 
Transitional Employment Program 
 
Social Recreation Supports  
 
YAOP Supports – Young Adults of Potential 
 
Housing Supports 
 
 

Please Check One 
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 

Donation Amount  
 One - Time Monthly   –   Until  MM / DD / YYYY 
Enter the Amount 
       /      / 
  
Message/Instructions for Potential Place Society 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Payment Information 
 Credit Card Type 
 
 
Card Number 
 
Expiry Date Month Year 
 
 
Card Holder Name Telephone  
 
 (       ) 
 
 
Address City Province Postal Code 
    

 

Please Print and fax to 403-216-9251 or  scan and e-mail to: navi.sahota@potentialplace.org 
Address – 110, 999 – 8th Street SW | Calgary, Alberta | T2R 1J5 

 

mailto:navi.sahota@potentialplace.org

